Biography
Eric Maagdenberg, MScBA.
Eric Maagdenberg, is a seasoned business professional with 21 years of expert leadership experience
in senior general management, strategy, consulting and major projects and change programs. In
addition to holding a Master of Science in Business Administration from the Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Eric has extensive experience in and deep understanding of global businesses gained
within small-to-medium and large sized organizations in a wide range of industries. He is recognized
as being an out-of-the-box, strategic thinker with the ability to get to the heart of the issue and is
adept in finding creative solutions to create sustainability and growth and to execute and bring
projects from strategy to ROI. As a manager, Eric is a collaborative leader who empowers others to
succeed, providing the environment and motivation to help them excel. He is skilled in building
strong relationships as well as the ability to mobilize efforts.
Eric has provided senior leadership in the financial Industry at ING insurance head office in the
Netherlands excelling as an agent of change in various large scale projects. Moreover, his ability to
analyze matters broadly as well as in more constrained scenarios enabled him to act in the
consultancy field as a Senior Consultant advising in a range of industries. Besides being a resultsoriented individual and accomplished in delivering strategic analysis and recommendations, Eric’s
natural entrepreneurial skills have enabled him to be successful in setting-up (and selling) his own
profitable businesses. Drawing on this body of experience and his innate ability to be a performancedriven ‘catalyst for (strategic) change, business growth and innovation’, Eric has now founded Sixth
Sense Consultancy Inc. (‘SSC’) with two locations (in North America in Toronto, Canada and in Europe
in Haren, The Netherlands).
SSC is an interim and consulting services firm predicated on ground breaking future-based Enterprise
Risk Management , Stakeholder Analysis and Strategic Planning principles providing companies with
advice, interim services and training. The firm is designed to help businesses and organisations
identify and assess critical issues and blockages in either their operations or strategy that prevent
them from reaching their full potential and expose them to risk. SSC works with them to develop and
implement change strategies that eliminate obstructions plus deliver and sustain profits and
accelerate growth.
In addition to his professional dedication and achievements, Eric is committed to his family and his
community by amongst others, coaching his daughter’s hockey team and joining the Board of
Directors of the CNBPA (Canadian Netherlands Business and Professional Association) with the goal
of being more actively involved in the Torontonian professional community.
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